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Unicorns Revive All Club Picnic
(by Jack Giles , Editor)

Willowick, OH - The Cleveland Unicorn M C gather at the home of club
President Jack Giles and his husband , Dennis Sherrill (club Secretary) on
Saturday August 12th with 10 members, two pledges , and one guest
present. After the business reports had been given, along with reports
from the standing committees, plans were finalized for Sunday’s Flea
Market to be held at the Leather Stallion Saloon.
The Club also continued to work on the proposed Tom of Finland Raffle
planned for the near future of which it is hope to raise operating funds for
the following year. Among the Prizes will be framed reproductions of
Tom of Finland’s works and commemorative post stamps (possibly in
conduction of the premiere of Tom’s life story, which is to be released
as a major motion picture this fall) and cash prizes.
Under new business the Club also approved preparations for the rechartering of the organization from a Social Club to Charitable Organization under Federal Law as we are now doing more Charitable work, along
with all of the Tax advantages such a change would afford. Look for this to
be accomplished at our next Annual General Meeting, along with the proposed by-law changes being drawn up by the Committee.
After the meeting the members assisted in
setting up for the All Club Picnic which is a
pet project of Jack & Dennis. The purpose of
which is to foster better relations and cooperation between all of the Leather/
Levi/MC Clubs throughout the Northeastern Ohio LGBT Community. As Representatives from the other Clubs , as well as any of
their members who wished to attend had been invited to a Cook-out and
Picnic to begin at 5 PM.
Clubs present were representatives from the Rock’n Roll Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence , Arktos Bears, Rangers, Iron Eagles, and the Unicorns, others invited had been Nail, and CLAW Nation. Everyone present brought a covered dish (everything from French Potato Salad to
Cheesecake) to share with each other, while Jack & Dennis provided 1/4
lb. Burgers, Hot Dogs, and Italian Sausages with Onions and Peppers. Dinner was served at approximately 7 PM, after which we all enjoy chatting
and sharing in the lovely weather.
Grace for the repast was said by L.S.S. Manager, Michael Dominquez
(member of both the Rock’n Roll Sisters and Arktos) and Jack addressed the gathering thanking everyone for coming and expressing his
Hope that the Clubs will continue to keep the Picnic going now that
the Unicorns has taken the initiative revive the Annual event which
has been in hiatus for a number of years.
All in all, it was a very pleasant afternoon and evening among Friends, and
we look forward to many, many more in the future.
Note: While cleaning up and putting things away afterwards a pair of
Sunglasses was found left on one of the picnic tables. Please contact Jack
at clydetimeinseattle@msn.com if they are yours so arrangements can be
made for their return. Thank you.

Another Successful Flea Market
(by Jack Giles, Editor)

Cleveland, OH - Sunday, August 13th, once again found the Unicorns
hosting their Annual Flea Market Fundraiser, with the Pool Room of the
Leather Stallion Saloon being converted to a myriad of item on display for
purchase by the Patrons. Items ranged from Hitchcock’s Homemade and
canned Pickles and Apple Butter, to Original Watercolors from W.V. Artist Kevin Arnold, Antiques prints and Restaurant signs to Pornography,
and chachkies of all kinds.
In addition to the Flea Market there were Jell-O Shots and 50/50 Raffle
tickets available, along with multiple Doorprizes awarded. DJ Toni
Freeze, spun tunes on the Patio, while the entire staff of the Leather Stallion carried on with their professionalism pouring libations and mixing
cocktails
Road Captain Noel Walters deserves a hearty Thankyou for his excellent
work in organizing everything, as the event ran very smoothly. Noel also
asked that I print the following:
“First of all a very special thank you to Jack and Dennis for Saturday’s
All Club Picnic, it was a great time. Then on Sunday, Aug.13th, at
L.S.S. , The Great Unicorn Flea Market ws a great success. As Road
Captain, I would like to say a very special thank you to all who
helped. Those who worked the door, Jack, Derryk, Jim H, Jim B, Tim,
Dave R, and Bill. Dennis and Eli for their effort selling 50/50 Raffle
tickets, Tony on his excellent selling of the Jell-O shots, and to Tom,
Robert, and Bill for all of their hard work manning, displaying , and
selling the Flea Market items.
Additionally, a very heartfelt thank you to the bar staff fof the Leather Stallion, without your help no one’s event would be the success
that they are. Great Job Everyone!”
On behave of the Unicorns this writer would like to invite everyone to our
next event Saturday, October 21st , 9 PM at the Leather Stallion Saloon. It
will be a Fetish Night, with a Cigar Table, Fetish wear, and demonstrations. Until then remember to be “Safe, Sane, Consensual, and Sensual”
in every endeavor. ~ Jack
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Man Sues Congressional Democrats
Claiming Being Gay Is a Religion and
LGBT Pride Flags Are 'Homosexual
Denomination' Symbols

A Right Wing Blogger Who Joked
About 'F*ggots' Was Confirmed as a
Federal Appeals Court Judge.
Thanks, Republicans.

Reprinted from NCRM newsletter

John K. Bush's Wife on Board of Group That Raised Millions for Senate GOP Majority Leader McConnell.
Republicans in the U.S. Senate confirmed John K. Bush as a judge to sit on
the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals. Bush is a former right wing blogger
who for over a decade penned fake news stories supporting Donald
Trump's birtherism and other far right wing conspiracies under a pseudonym on his wife's blog. As an attorney he once said in a public speech
he did not want to be mistaken for a "faggot." It apparently was meant to
be funny.
Bush thought it appropriate to say, quoting Hunter S. Thompson, “I come
here every year, and let me tell you one thing I’ve learned—this is no
town to be giving people the impression you’re some kind of faggot.”
The final vote on his nomination was 51-47, entirely along party lines.
Every Republican present voted for Bush. On the Republican side, only
Senator John McCain, recovering from brain surgery and diagnosed with
cancer, was absent.
Bush frequently used an extremist website known as WND for his blogging material. That website is known for spreading false information, and
was highly active during the height of birtherism.
He also has equated abortion and slavery, and drawn parallels between
Barack Obama and Monica Lewinsky, as Quartz reported last month.
27 LGBTQ civil rights groups, led by Lambda Legal, joined together to
oppose Bush's lifetime appointment to the federal bench. Their call was
ignored by Senate Republicans.
During the Judiciary Committee vote, Chairman Chuck Grassley admonished Committee Democrats, saying, "Democrats certainly set the
standard that prolific bloggers who write with no holds barred are
certainly eligible to be judges," He added, "I don't think we should
change that standard now."
One group that advocated tirelessly against Bush is the Alliance for Justice.
"While Bush pontificates on a broad swath of issues, one common
theme runs throughout his writings: Bush displays a remarkable
contempt for any issue he deems liberal or progressive, often launching into personal attacks on individuals he disagrees with,"
the Alliance for Justice, opposing his nomination, noted in May.
Bush's wife sits on the board of a group that raised $14 million for the reelection campaign of Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell, a fellow
Kentuckian, the AFJ also notes.
Bush’s wife, Bridget Bush, who is also an attorney in Louisville, served on
the board of directors of the Kentucky Opportunity Coalition. The Kentucky Opportunity Coalition is a 501(c) (4) organization that played a
pivotal role in aiding Senator Mitch McConnell’s reelection bid in
2014. The group raised over $14 million during the course of the campaign, spending over $7 million on expenditures expressly advocating for
McConnell. According to a news report at the time, “[c]ampaign finance
reformers say the Kentucky Opportunity Coalition is the epitome of
‘dark money’ nonprofit groups that have little or nothing to do with
promoting social welfare, as their IRS designation would suggest.”
And it appears that bought him a seat on the federal bench.
"Bush’s nomination to the Sixth Circuit appears to have come at the behest of Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell. Bush has been acquaint

Wants Lawmakers Removed From Office
for 'Advancing a Threat to Democracy'
A Christian attorney is suing four congressional
Democrats because they have LGBT Pride flags
displayed outside their Capitol Hill offices. Chris
Sevier, in a federal lawsuit filed in Washington,
D.C., claims being gay is a "religion," and the
flags are symbols of “homosexual denomination.” He is asking the court to force lawmakers to remove the flags and
for $1 in damages, The San Diego Union-Tribune reports.
But that's not all.
"Sevier also asked the court to overturn Supreme Court rulings that
ended a prohibition against sodomy and federal policies that only
recognized opposite-sex marriages, as well as Obergefell V. Hodges,
the 2015 ruling that found that same-sex couples have a fundamental right to marry," the Union-Tribune adds.
Citing national security, he's also asking that all four Democratic lawmakers be removed from office.
“The Defendants know or should know that they are advancing a
threat to Democracy...to the point that they are unfit to hold office
and should be removed for cause for representing an internalized
danger to National Security interests.”
If the name Chris Sevier sounds familiar, it should. Last year he sued Texas
Gov. Greg Abbott, the Harris County District Clerk, and Texas Attorney
General Ken Paxton for not letting him marry his 2011 Macbook. The
Houston Chronicle at the time reported Sevier "insists he is not being
silly or satirical in his quest. He said he believes 'the Constitution is
being hijacked' by giving same-sex couples the right to marry."
This is not Sevier's first ridiculous lawsuit, as NCRM reported last year.
He's filed similar lawsuits in other states, and in 2014 even tried to sue
Apple for because they allowed his computer to access porn,
then sued Florida for not allowing him to marry that laptop which he says
he loves.
The four Democratic lawmakers he's currently targeting in his new lawsuit are Rep. Susan Davis (CA), Rep. Alan Lowenthal (CA), Rep. Don Beyer
(VA), and Rep. Earl Blumenauer (OR)
Rep. Davis "said the flag outside her office isn’t going anywhere and
that the legal action only encourages her to double-down on her
support for equal rights for members of the LGBTQ community."
Rep. Blumenauer told Willamette Week in a statement, "I fly this flag
because I want everyone—no matter their gender, sexual orientation, race, immigration status—to feel safe and welcome in my office."
"Sadly, we've seen a rise in hateful rhetoric since the election of Donald Trump," Blumenauer said. "It is more important than ever that
we stand up to bigotry and hate of any kind. Nothing is going to stop
me from fighting for equality, justice, and peace."
Blumenauer "will continue to fly the flag in the hallway next to the
American flag, the Oregon flag, and an 'In Our America' flag made by
a local Portland organization called Nasty Women Get Shit Done."

(continued on page 3)
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ed with Senator McConnell since at least 2002 when Bush authored an
amicus brief on McConnell’s behalf in a case involving Kentucky’s
campaign finance laws," the Alliance for Justice writes.
In his paperwork to the Senate Judiciary Committee, Bush explains
that in November 2016, presumably after the presidential election,
he met with Senator McConnell in Louisville where Bush “expressed
[his] interest in serving as a federal judge.” Bush says that he has
“been in contact with Leader McConnell and representatives from
his office since that time.”
The AFJ also notes, "Bush failed to make clear he would be an impartial judge. Senator Tillis questioned whether, given his blog posts,
Bush could be impartial on the bench. Tillis asked Bush, '[d]o you
think that impartiality is an aspiration or an absolute expectation?'
When Bush responded, '[i]t is an aspiration. I will do my best to be
impartial,' Tillis fired back, 'I actually have a concern with someone
who thinks impartiality is an aspiration. I think it’s an expectation.'"
The group also observes "Bush has advocated stripping First Amendment protections from the press," which, given his decade of fake news
blogging, seems ironic.
LGBT organizations and activists are outraged.
"While it is incredibly disappointing that a majority of the United
States Senate would hand a lifetime appointment to someone who
has such open disdain for so many Americans, we will not be deterred," Sharon McGowan, Lambda Legal’s Director of Strategy said
in a statement. "Lambda Legal will continue to resist, push back, and
fight against any nomination this administration puts forward who
does not believe in equality and dignity under the law, for all Americans. We are thankful to those Senators who held their ground in
opposing this nomination, and will be shoulder-to-shoulder with you
in future confirmation fights, particularly on nominees with antiLGBT extremist positions and records."
LGBTQ people now has every right to believe any case that comes before
soon-to-be Judge Bush's court will not receive a fair and impartial ruling .

Putin Angrily Resigns from Trump’s
Re-ëlection Campaign
Satire from the Borowitz Report

MOSCOW - In a stunning rebuke of a former
close political ally, Russian President Vladimir
Putin on Wednesday angrily resigned from
Donald Trump’s 2020 re-election campaign.
The abrupt resignation sent shockwaves
through the Trump re-election organization,
for which Putin had served as chairman.
Putin’s sudden departure, which he announced during a joint appearance with the
United States Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson,
appeared to catch the former ExxonMobil C.E.O. off guard.
“Given the recent actions of Donald Trump, I feel that I can no longer
effectively serve as his campaign chairman,” Putin told reporters,
while Tillerson looked on awkwardly.
In an unusually emotional comment by the Russian President, a visibly
bitter Putin added, “I worked very hard on Trump’s 2016 campaign,
and, at the end of the day, I have no more to show for it than Chris
Christie does.”
At the White House, a source close to Trump said that he had not yet decided who would take Putin’s place in his 2020 campaign, but that it
would “probably be Jared.”

Mike Pence Considering Running for
President in 1820
Satire from the Borowitz report

WASHINGTON —Vice-President Mike Pence is
seriously considering running for President in
1820, various sources confirmed over the
weekend.
According to several prominent Republican
donors, Pence is already laying the groundwork
for such a campaign, outlining what he believes
are the most serious challenges facing 1820
America.
In a conference call with donors last week, Pence reportedly said that, as
President, his No. 1 priority would be to repeal and replace the Bill of
Rights.
He offered a sneak preview of a potential 1820 stump speech, in which he
unleashed a brutal attack on the Bill of Rights’ author, James Madison, and
called for the development of the telegraph key.
According to Harland Dorrinson, a donor who was on the conference call,
“Mike believes he’s the right man to bring America into the nineteenth century, just like he did for Indiana.”
But minutes after the rumors were reported, the Vice-President pushed
back, putting quill to parchment to call the reports “bunkum and balderdash.”
“America already has the perfect man to lead it in 1820, and that
man is Donald J. Trump,” Pence wrote.
In Washington, some political insiders also threw cold water on the Pence
-in-1820 talk, arguing that the timing was not right. “Pence’s best shot
was 1620,” one said.

It’s Time to Legalize
Marijuana in the United
States of America
U.S. Senator Cory Booker

For decades, the failed War on Drugs has locked up millions of nonviolent
drug offenders, especially for marijuana-related offenses. This has wasted
human potential, torn apart families and communities, and squandered
massive sums of taxpayer dollars.
Currently, over half of all drug arrests in the United States are due to marijuana, the majority for simple possession. Police now arrest more Americans for simple possession of marijuana than for all violent crime, murder, sexual assault, and armed robbery, combined.
It’s time the federal government follow the lead of many of our
states and our nation’s capital, and begin to take meaningful steps to
reverse mass incarceration and address the gross injustices of the
failed War on Drugs. It’s time to legalize marijuana in the United
States of America.
That’s why I’ve introduced the Marijuana Justice Act of 2017, a bill that if
passed will legalize marijuana at the federal level, and incentivize states to
legalize it at the state level. The bill would also retroactively apply to those
serving time in federal prison for marijuana-related offenses, providing
for a judge’s review of their marijuana sentence.
(continued on page 8)
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Let’s bring the Hanky back…. It’s the only way to cruise
What are you into? If I was wearing my hankies, you’d know what I like. The Hanky code hit its peak in the 70’s, an under-the-radar system used by gay
men seeking casual sex and kinky playmates in the pre-internet era. Colored hankies in your back pocket (left for “top,” right pocket for “bottom”) signified what type of sex you like and what you’re looking for. This was also called “bandana code”” or “flagging.” As with most queer history, interpretations
of the code differ. Different hanky code guides are on the internet, some with conflicting meanings. What follows is a composite of various online guides.
Don’t see your favorite color/fetish here? Chalk it up to an underground system that was never officialized. Time to get off the apps and start cruising the
streets once more!
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Donald Trump threatened North Korea with "fire and fury like the
world has never seen.”
The same day he made those remarks, Texas megachurch pastor and
Trump evangelical adviser Robert Jeffress declared that God had authorized Trump to "take out" Kim Jong Un.
Other influential Religious Right leaders who have Trump’s ear have called
him “God's Chaos Candidate" and said he's been put in power to carry
out God's will -- God’s will as they explain it to the president, of course.
In these uncertain times, the danger of convincing the president -- an erratic megalomaniac whom many would say already has a God complex -that he has a divine mandate is undeniable.
Next to candidates like Ted Cruz and Rick Santorum, Donald Trump might
not have seemed like the Religious Right’s clear choice for president in
2016, but just over six months into his presidency, Trump has proven to
be the best friend the radical Religious Right has ever had in the
White House.
Trump built his entire campaign, and continues to build his presidency, on
feeding his electoral base. He knows where his bread is buttered. Religious
Right leaders are getting everything they’ve ever wanted, and they are
returning the favor with effusive praise for, and unwavering loyalty to, a
president who on the surface seems like a strange bedfellow for the Right.
Trump’s ties to the Religious Right have not gotten nearly the attention
they deserve because his behavior, his personal history, and his public
persona all seem so distant from the moralizing preachers we think of
when we think of the Christian Far Right. But this has created a Trojan
Horse effect, by which Religious Right leaders have gotten an astonishing number of items on their wish list hand-delivered to them by
this president and enjoy access like never before.
The big issue wins for the Religious Right include, but are certainly
not limited to:

•

the nomination and confirmation of ultraconservative Supreme
Court Justice Neil Gorsuch;

•

the reinstitution and expansion of the “global gag rule” denying
reproductive choice and health care to countless poor women -- including victims of sexual violence -- around the world;

•

the most audacious far-right cabinet choices ever from Betsy
DeVos and Jeff Sessions to Ben Carson and Scott Pruitt (even Ted Cruz
couldn’t have gotten away with picks so extreme);

•

actions by the Sessions Justice Department to allow anti-gay
discrimination (not to mention the myriad efforts by the DOJ under
Trump to erode voting right, civil rights and more);

•

prioritizing the repeal of the Johnson Amendment, which keeps
tax-exempt churches from engaging in electoral politics and is
a vital safeguard for the separation of church and state; and most
recently,
In late July, President Donald Trump fired off a series of tweets that represented a dramatic shift in policy: transgender members of the military
would no longer be allowed to serve, citing the need to focus on
“decisive and overwhelming victory.”
The move took military officials and active servicemembers by surprise. In

response, General Joseph Dunford, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, quickly told the military there would be no change in policy regarding the estimated 15,000 transgender servicemembers until the
secretary of defense heard from the president.
The president’s Twitter declaration apparently stunned officials within the
West Wing, as well. In fact, White House and Department of Defense
lawyers had warned Trump against such a ban, fearing the backlash
it would spark. Politico has reported Trump, frustrated by their response,
elected to tweet the announcement himself.
“The administration had no plan in place, but Trump told others they
would have to ‘get in gear’ if he announced the ban first,” Politico reported, citing a White House official who spoke to Trump. “He also said
the announcement would stop the lawyers from arguing with him
anymore.”
The initial reaction to Trump’s proposed ban on transgender service
members validates his lawyers’ reported concerns. A group of 56 retired
admirals and generals warned that such a ban “would cause significant
disruptions, deprive the military of mission-critical talent, and compromise the integrity of transgender troops who would be forced to
live a lie, as well as non-transgender peers who would be forced to
choose between reporting their comrades or disobeying policy.” They
also rejected Trump’s tweeted claim regarding the prohibitive cost of supporting transgender servicemembers, citing research from the RAND
Corporation and the New England Journal of Medicine that concluded the
maximum cost of providing health care to transgender troops would be
$8.4 million per year — one one-hundredth of a percent of the military’s
health care budget.
Mattis seemed dismissive of the research that had already been done before his predecessor, Ash Carter, announced last summer that the ban on
trans military service would be lifted—including a massive study by the
RAND Corporation, one of the most respected military think tanks. “I’m
not willing to sign up for the [Rand Corp.] numbers you just used, and
I’m not willing to sign up for the concern any of [the transgender service members] have,” the secretary said. “And I’m not willing to prejudge what the study will now bring out.”
Mattis also noted that the decision has been impacted by the lack of political appointees overseeing personnel issues at the Pentagon. He wants to
“get them in to be able to answer those questions” before the ban is
implemented.
Such a policy may be forthcoming, according to the Washington Blade.
Citing sources familiar with the effort, the Blade reported that Trump’s
tweets regarding a ban on transgender service members was made
into a “guidance” policy that met the approval of White House counsel .
When and if an official policy does materialize, the legal case against such a
ban would seem to be an easy victory for transgender people who choose
to serve in the military. But as ThinkProgress’ Ian Millhiser notes, “a long
tradition of judiciary deference on matters relating to the military
and a Supreme Court that does not yet appear to have wrapped its
head around trans rights” presents a significant obstacle.
In an interview last week on his show Real Time, comedian Bill Maher
challenged his guest Ralph Reed -- founder of the Faith and Freedom
Coalition and one of the Religious Right’s most seasoned and influential political leaders -- with the notion that Trump seems like “the least
Christian man ever.” Reed responded that part of the reason Trump
enjoys well over 80% support among Evangelicals is, “Every time he told
me he was going to do something he did it,” and held up the nomination
of Neil Gorsuch as the prime example.
And Tony Perkins, president of the Family Research Council, was quoted in the New York Times as saying, "I've been to the White House I don't
(continued on page 6)
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know how many more times in the first six months this year than I
was during the entire Bush administration."
But as terrifying as Trump’s kept promises and far-right policies are, what
is more terrifying is that Trump has a cabal of spiritual counselors
telling him that he has been anointed by God -- and who sincerely believe that Trump’s presidency is part of a divine plan to create the
"Christian nation" of their dreams and establish their "dominion"
over every aspect of our society.
In the meantime, the military is continuing to study the issue, consistent
with what Mattis announced when he agreed to delay the implementation
of transgender recruitment by six months. The change to recruitment
policy was initially set to take place July 1.”The policy is going to address
whether or not transgenders [sic] can serve under what conditions,
what medical support they require, how much time would they be
perhaps non-deployable leaving others to pick up their share of everything,” Mattis said. “There’s a host of issues and I’m learning more
about this than I ever thought I would and it’s obviously very complex
to include the privacy issues which we respect.” The reference to
“privacy” is not a good sign: it’s a talking point deployed by opponents of
transgender equality.
The White House Approved 'Guidance Policy' to Ban Transgender
Service members. The Policy Would 'Phase Out' Transgender Service
Members
The White House has approved policy to ban transgender service members based on President Donald Trump's tweets. Called “A Guidance Policy for Open Transgender Service Phase Out,” it was first reported
by The Los Angeles Blade. It is expected to be delivered to Secretary of
Defense Jim Mattis for review.
"Trump’s tweets announcing a ban on transgender individuals serving openly in the U.S. military was turned into a 'guidance' policy for
implementation that passed muster with the White House Counsel’s
office Friday night," (Aug. 4th) the Blade reports.
Citing "sources familiar with the planning" The Blade's Karen Ocamb
explains the White House policy "would encourage early retirement,
usher out any enlisted personnel after their contract is up, and would
fire trans officers up for promotion."
The Trump administration wants “to get rid of transgender servicemembers as fast as they can,” a source told The Blade.
The White House has not released any statement or publicly confirmed the guidance exists.
NCRM has been told by a source familiar with the White House and Pentagon plans that implementation could take time, and military leaders
are opposed to Trump's ban.
Sources say, “as long as there is heightened threats of hostilities with
North Korea, all personnel policies are on hold, with the exception of
Discipline matters”
Some have already spoken out. Admiral Paul Zukunft, the commandant of the Coast Guard, Tuesday said, "I will not turn my back" on a
transgender soldier.
“I reached out personally to Lt. Taylor Miller, who was featured on the
cover of The Washington Post last week,” Zukunft told the audience earlier this week during his appearance at the Center for Strategic
and International Studies in Washington, as NCRM reported Friday. “If
you read that story, Taylor’s family has disowned her,” he said. “Her
family is the United States Coast Guard. And I told Taylor, ’I will not
turn my back. We have made an investment in you, and you have
made an investment in the Coast Guard, and I will not break faith.”
According to LGBTQNation, should Trump's ban of transgender men and
women from the military go into effect, there will be a lawsuit.:

With formal guidance released by the White House Friday calling for a
purge of transgender people from the US military, Lambda Legal and
OutServe-Servicemembers Legal Defense Network announced that
they would file a lawsuit.
“This mean-spirited and discriminatory attack on our community is
capricious, irrational and clearly driven by anti-LGBT forces in the
administration who care more about harming transgender people
than keeping our nation safe,” Lambda Legal’s Sasha Buchert said on the
organization’s blog. “It is clearly unconstitutional.”
“The safety of all service members – transgender or not – is undermined by a policy like this that distracts from the important missions
they have for no valid reason,” Buchert continued. “It is also a slap in
the face of the leadership who have worked diligently to develop and
implement the current policy which has been in place for more than a
year without incident.”
And according to Newsweek, ever since Trump sent the initial tweet out
banning transgender service members, there was already speculation that
such an order would be illegal:
Josh Block, an attorney for the ACLU’s LGBT Project, said his inbox was
“completely flooded” with messages from transgender people and their
relatives and friends after Trump’s tweets. But he cautioned that it is extremely unclear if and how the Trump administration is going to move
forward. “There are still a lot of question marks on how literally and
seriously to take this tweet,” he said. “If they take the really shocking
step of pulling people off the battlefield and kicking them out because
they are trans, they absolutely have to see us in court.” If the tweets
turn into policy, Block believes it would violate the Constitution’s equal
protection clause and the Administrative Procedure Act. The APA
protects individuals from “arbitrary or capricious” actions. “I can’t think
of anything that is more arbitrary or capricious than what Trump did
today,” he said. “In any separation procedure, they could make that
argument and raise it in federal court as well.”
Jon Davidson, Lambda Legal’s legal director, said if Trump issued an executive order, demanded the Department of Defense change regulations or
got Congress to change the law, Lambda Legal would partner with Outserve-SLDN, a military-specific LGBT advocacy organization, and
“immediately” sue. “The fact he tweeted this does not change the current military regulations that allow transgender members of the
military to serve openly, and that was based on extensive study that
undercuts, totally, his unfounded assertions that allowing
transgender people to serve would be disruptive or costly,” Davidson
said.
Trump's attack on transgender troops is not popular. The only thing
he has to stand on is support from the religious right and their reasoning as to why the ban is a good idea. And based on how easy it was
to expose the lies that one of the group put forth in its reasonings, one has
to wonder will Trump be successful in implementing the ban?
“Execution of the president’s directive will result in an end to service
by openly transgender service members and has already resulted in
immediate, concrete injury to plaintiffs by unsettling and destabilizing plaintiffs’ reasonable expectation of continued service,”
“The safety of all service members – transgender or not – is undermined by a policy like this that distracts from the important missions
they have for no valid reason,” Buchert continued. “It is also a slap in
the face of the leadership who have worked diligently to develop and
implement the current policy which has been in place for more than a
year without incident.”
Trump cited the “high medical cost of treating transgendered service
member” and claims this is a money saving effort on his part. Estimates of
these medical cost are $8 million per year, while the estimated cost of
(continued on page 7)
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discharging these service members, hiring and training of replacements
are upwards to over $1 billion (or ten time the cost of keeping them on
active duty).
Donald Trump’s sabre rattling has heightened tensions throughout the
world. China has declared that if North Korea strikes first, they will remain Neutral, however should the US strikes first with a preemptive
attack, China will come to their neighbors defense. And who knows how
Putin would react. Russia shares a border with North Korea also and
would be dragged into the conflict as well. Other nations in the AsianPacific Region are nervous of the fall-out also.
Donald Trump is wholly unequipped to handle the job he was elected to
do, and the institutions that have failed to shine a bright light on that fact
are putting our nation, and millions of lives, at risk, and those of our allies
in Australia , Japan, South Korea, and New Zealand.
A Nuclear War will have Global consequences, and the Markets are already showing signs of it.
Now the march to war with North Korea is underway. And we can
either hope these same institutions answer the call of this moment, or we
can take matters into our own hands and resolve ourselves to act and
send an unmistakable message that the American people prefer diplomacy to war.
Veterans and military family members have an important role in this
fight. Maybe the most impactful.
Unless the American people rise up and make their voices heard in
an unprecedented fashion, this president is going to end up getting a
lot of people killed. That's why it's so important you choose to make
your voice heard.

The LGBTQ+ Community Needs
To Band Together To Fight
The Common Enemy
Washington - Donald Trump
has launched an all-out assault
on the LGBTQ community.
First, the Trump-Pence regime banned transgender
military personnel, threatening as many as 15,000 activeduty transgender troops who
put their lives on the line for
the country they love.
Then, the attacks continued with Trump nominating Kansas Governor
Sam Brownback as an international ambassador — a person the New
York Times calls, “a vocal opponent of gay rights.”
A terrible day for equality got even worse when, later that night, the
Trump Administration asserted federal civil rights laws can’t apply to
LGBTQ people, breaking with Obama Administration policy.
It’s clear that this administration will stop at nothing to harm LGBTQ
people. This is the same White House that bullied transgender kids,
pushed a national license to discriminate order, and has been relentless in its siege on our health care.
As an LGBTQ Citizen, it is now legal for me to get married in the United
States, but if Jeff Sessions gets his way, I could be fired for placing a photo of my family on my desk, regardless of where I live.
Trump's Department of Justice just filed a federal court brief arguing

that employers have the right to fire LGBTQ people just for being gay.
If their argument is accepted by the court, it could slow or even stop progress towards protecting gay and trans folks from employment discrimination across the country.
We can not let this stand. Since, repealing Don't Ask, Don't Tell, ending
the monstrous Proposition 8, and fighting for marriage equality for every
LGBTQ American. We need to continue the fight by taking on the Justice Department’s regressive and inhumane arguments head-on.
For years I fought a brutal war inside of myself, struggling to suppress or
run away from anything, internal or external, that didn’t conform to the
image of the masculine, straight, cis-gender male that was accepted in my
community at the time. I consciously distanced myself from anyone or
anything that did not fit that mold. I trained myself to control my hand
movements and the way I walked so that I wouldn’t be perceived as feminine, to turn away if I saw someone in drag, and to put down transgender
people as “nothing like me.” There was no higher compliment than to
hear “I never would have guessed” from someone after telling that person that I was gay.
I was blinded by my own self-loathing, and I was trapped in a place where
I thought the more “macho” I looked, the more society would accept me,
or at least ignore the one tiny thing that made me different from straight
men—that I had sex with other men.
In my politics as well, I tended to leave transgender and gender nonconforming people out of my battles. As soon as I felt people resist the
idea of accepting me because it could mean having to accept “them” too, I
betrayed my trans brothers and sisters.
Years passed, and as this country became more tolerant of my sexual
orientation, and people talked more and more about the LGBTQ community as a group, I stopped fighting so hard against the idea of being
associated with transgender people. I started learning more and more
about the crucial role that transgender women had played in the fight for
my own rights. I learned that the modern LGBTQ civil rights movement
only exists because of people like Martha P. Johnson and Silvia Rivera, and
that it’s actually because of them that we celebrate LGBTQ Pride around
the country and world with marches in the month of June.
However as I have matured and spent time with more and more
transgendered people, I found I have more in common with “them.” We
face the same troubles with acceptance, be it with cis-gendered or heterosexual people, and with society in general.
Trump’s hostility towards our transgender brothers and sisters will bleed
into all of our lives. The Trump administration’s action is completely outrageous. We live in a nation where gay, bisexual, and trans people can get
married. But we can still be fired for not being straight and/or cisgender
in 32 states. No employer should be able to fire or otherwise discriminate against people for being LGBTQ, and the Justice Department’s
actions could be a huge setback!
In fact, there’s an increasingly accepted legal argument that laws prohibiting discrimination based on biological sex also protect people from discrimination based on gender identity and sexual orientation. By filing a
court brief against this interpretation of the law, the Trump administration could seriously set back attempts to declare that LGBTQ people
are already protected from employment discrimination.
On the campaign trail, Trump promised to be a friend to LGBTQ people. But now, his administration has launched three major attacks on
our community in a single day. I never believed for a moment that he
was actually committed to protecting the LGBTQ community -- but I
couldn’t have guessed that it would get this bad this fast.
We’re need to take a stand against the Trump administration’s antiLGBTQ policies, and we need to do it NOW!
Love is love. Do you Love, will you fight? Stand Up for what is Right!!!
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Impeachment is Near, Do your Part!
The 45th President of the United States, Donald Trump, this week, defended torch-bearing Neo-Nazis who marched through a university campus to
protect a statue of a secessionist traitor, instigated a race riot, and assaulted
a crowd of peaceful protesters with a vehicle, injuring more than a dozen
people and killing an innocent woman in the process.
There is no longer simply a legal case to impeach Donald Trump.
There is now a moral imperative. Every Republican in the House of
Representatives and Senate must now understand this reality. Every
day they do not act, they own this President’s actions.
The President of the United States -- the supposed leader of the free
world -- just publicly, shamelessly, and embarrassingly stood with the
white supremacists and Neo-Nazis who rioted in Charlottesville. Every
day the Republican Congress fails to impeach Donald Trump for the
crimes to which he’s effectively already confessed -- namely obstruction of justice -- is a day that the Republican Congress endorses this
President’s ruinous leadership.
We live in a country where nearly anyone who publicly stands with Nazis
would lose their jobs. It’s long past time that Donald Trump should lose his.
Today, Courage Campaign calls for the impeachment of President Donald
Trump. We will ask every member of Congress to go on record supporting
Trump’s impeachment, and we will hold accountable members of any
party who refuse the call, especially Republicans, who so clearly hold the
power to impeach.
Impeachment is more than a legal process -- it’s a political one. That’s
why President Gerald Ford, who completed Richard Nixon’s term when
the latter resigned in disgrace, said, "An impeachable offense is whatever
a majority of the House of Representatives considers it to be at a given
moment in history."
Donald Trump has done many things -- from revealing classified information to Russians to openly admitting that he fired FBI Director
James Comey in order to obstruct the Russia investigation -- that might
merit impeachment on legal grounds. But convincing the Republican
House of Representatives to vote to ratify articles of impeachment seemed
entirely out of reach -- until now.
On Tuesday, August 15th, Donald Trump gave comfort to Neo-Nazis and
white supremacists by once again blaming “both sides”
for Saturday’s violence. Trump practically blamed peaceful protesters
for being hit by a car when he said, “There is another side. There was a
group on this side, you can call them the left. You have just called them
the left, that came violently attacking the other group. You can say
what you want. That’s the way it is.”
David Duke, the former Ku Klux Klan leader, thanked Trump for the
“honesty and courage” it took to blame both sides for Saturday’s ugly
violence. Richard Spencer, the white supremacist who coined the term “alt
-right” said that “only a dumb person” would believe that Trump was
seriously denouncing the racists and anti-semites who terrorized Charlottesville.
Trump’s pathetic moral equivocation that “many sides” were at fault
for Saturday’s violence has been condemned by people across the political
spectrum, including by Republicans. Colorado Sen. Cory Gardner, who
leads Senate Republicans’ 2018 campaign efforts, noted Trump’s failure to

directly call out Saturday’s “evil” as “white supremacists” and “domestic
terrorism.” And Speaker Paul Ryan tweeted that “there can be no moral
ambiguity” on white supremacy.
Republicans like Ryan and Gardner talk big now, but they can’t have it
both ways. Their words will be empty so long as they continue to support Donald Trump’s immoral presidency through their actions, and
inaction

Sign the Petition to Impeach Trump!
(Marijuana from page 3)

Our federal marijuana laws have not made our country safer—in fact, by
enforcing our existing marijuana laws on predominantly low-level, nonviolent offenders, police are forced to take away precious resources from
fighting violent crime in our communities.
Marijuana-related offenses are also not enforced equally across race
and class. It’s a disturbing fact that while blacks and whites use marijuana at similar rates, African Americans are almost 4 times more
likely to be arrested for possession of marijuana.
The War on Drugs has failed all Americans, and has had a disproportionately devastating impact on Americans of color and the poor. Legalizing
marijuana across our country is the right thing to do for public safety, and
will reduce our overflowing prison population.
If you agree that our marijuana laws have been ineffective and that
we can make our criminal justice system more just by legalizing
marijuana, please join me in supporting the Marijuana Justice Act of
2017.
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Cyclops’
Tom Johnson, Editor Emeritus

I’ve tried steering clear of the Washington, Palm Beach, and Bedminster
triangle during a month’s lay-off because of an outmoded computer which
relied on the now happily extinct Windows Vista system. Well kiddies,
‘taint possible! Those countless Americans whom James Branch Cabell called the Fearlessly Half Educated. have gone and elected themselves the President of their dreams, a vulgar, governmentally clueless nouveau riche bully and would be autocrat who seems hell bent
to take us apart. None of us can remotely ignore the chaos and the
international shame he is visiting upon our American image, Some of
the lowlights include Mr. Trump’s turning a Boy Scout Jamboree into
a nostalgic replay of a Hitler Youth indoctrination rally’, an attempted
purge of trans-sexuals from the armed forces without any prior discussion with the Pentagon, as a public diversion from his relatives’
and campaign execs’ “Clown Car” meeting with a Russian lawyer at
Trump Tower, during the dramatic ramping up of the FBI’s investigation of Russian meddling in the Presidential Election last year. The
revolving door at the White House is at such high speed that even
Saturday Night Live can’t keep up with the comings and goings.
Frankly I will miss Sean Spicer and his Press Briefing tantrums: Moonbeam MacSow Swine is no replacement for our little Elmer Fuddlet.
Kellie
Ann Conway got a new facial makeover: it didn’t work! The Mooch was a
fun diversion and now, sacked for obscenity during his first ten days, he
can really say what he thinks of the President and that’s not very

nice. Resident bootlicker Jeff Sessions took lots of Trump-Tweet punishment for his infidelity in recusing himself in the FBI Russian investigation, but is back in the fold joining his aide-de-camp Vice President
Pence in more rapturous hand wringing over their respective crotches at every utterance from His Unholiness. One of the most memorably asinine of these was the recent proclamation that only Abraham
Lincoln has achieved more as a President than Trump! And still the
boobs which form the red state base of Trump’s support fairly quake
at his every proclamation of such balderdash, which to please the
more fastidious of my readers is a polite expression for the eliminated
material which drops from the backside of male cows!
Now we have the unofficial war between Trump and Congress over the
National Health. I personally think that the House and the Senate have
deliberately produced such horrendous alternatives to the Obama instituted Affordable Care Act that no legislative body on earth could pass them,
done as an in-your-face to the President. The ultimate negative vote by
Senator John McCain seemed an appropriate “up yours” to the Donald for
his dismissive cracks about the Arizona Senator’s heroism during wartime
captivity. In just about every arena of sociability, diplomacy, and decency,
Donald Trump is utterly gauche and disgraceful. (How about his telling
Madame Macron, wife of the French Prime Minister who is 25 years
her husband’s senior, that for a woman of her age, she was in pretty
good shape!)
Now, at the afternoon of this writing, it would appear that the President has
been brought to his knees for his glib, generalized remarks about last
night’s civil disturbance in Charlottesville, Virginia. Refusing to name
names of the White Supremisists, the American Nazi Party, and the
KuKluxKlan for their underwriting of this huge rally, vigorously protested
by Americans from around the nation see such behavior as racist, divisive,
and utterly un-American. Among the horrors of the event was an auto
rampage by a neo-Nazi from Ohio who killed one and injured more than
thirty. He has been charged with terrorist activities and something called
Second Degree Murder whatever the hell that is. Mr. Trump simply
glossed over the specifics and blamed both sides as trouble makers.
Well today the wrath of a nation fell in upon him and the Republican
Party. He now names the names of the anti-American offenders, most
of whom were big supporters of the Trump Presidential Claim.
Does this worry Trump, no; he has nuclear war with Kim Jung Ugh, the
Donald Trump of North Korea, to divert his gun crazy fan base as well as
scaring the hell out of the rest of us, and new this week, probable American
military action in Venezuela on the agenda. SAY WHAT!
SICK CALL……. Bob Kirsop, following seven months of recovery from his
hip replacement in December, Bob’s been tramping the Medieval Festival
these past weekends and received a painful blister on his left foot. Hopefully it’s all coming together soon. On the other hand, Robert Moeller was
involuntarily sent home from the Humpty Dumpty Convalescent Centre
in Twinsburg for menacing his hunky young therapists and terrorizing lots
of old ladies by putting whoopee cushions under their TV seats in the
lounge and, in the dead of night, removing the brake pads from their wheel
chairs, causing loud squeals and a lot of fender bending racket.
TOP BEST SELLERS at our recent Flea Market, the apple butter and
assorted pickles from J & J Farms, at Columbia Station. (That’s Jim Hitchcock and Jim Broginsk.) They plant and can the great things they
grow…...very delicious! And they both have really big pickles.
IN CLOSING, I must thank Chaz Antonelli, President of Empire City M.C.
and his biker partner K,K, Kua for their amazingly generous present of the
machine upon which I am struggling to produce this article. It’s bright red
and just great, especially the electric mouse… Ride Easily, CY
P.S. Take Heed! Be careful what you buy on eBay. If you buy stuff on
line, check out the seller carefully. A friend has just spent $95, plus
postage, on a penis enlarger. The bastards sent him a magnifying
glass!
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September 2017
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23*

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

September 1, 2017 - Evening - “Rock’n Roll Sisters Bingo”, Freedom Valley Campground.
September 4, 2017 - All Day - “Labor Day”
September 15 & 16, 2017 - 9PM - “R&J Leather presents Ms. Cleveland Leather & Leatherboy Contest”, at L.S.S.
September 16, 2017 - 8PM - “Bears in Boxers” hosted by Arktos Bears, at Cleveland Cocktails Basement Bar
September 17, 2017 - 6PM - “Unicorn Meeting”, L.S.S. Clubroom
September 23, 2017 - 9PM - “Mr. Cleveland Leather Contest”, at L.S.S.
September 24, 2017 - “Alumni Roger Gee’s Birthday”
September 28, 2017 - “Road Kill Bill Metzger’s Birthday”
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